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ABSTRACT 

The agile way of working has gained ground among developers and companies in 

software development. Large projects may have thousands of commits per day. 

Software updates and patches come more often and more frequently these days. 

A faster development pace demands tools and procedures that can handle 

nonstop automated software building and testing. 

Continuous integration (CI) is a phase in software development that takes care 

of software testing, deployment and releasing. This thesis concentrates on the 

testing phase. CI executes thousands of tests  on developers’ changes in source 

code every single day. Different tests provide valuable information about the 

code’s condition and performance. CI provided data should be presented in a way 

that makes it efficient for developers or CI personnel to go through. 

This thesis introduces two different database solutions with visualization tools. 

This thesis also goes through how data from CI machinery is gathered and 

processed into databases. The system in this thesis is a distributed system that 

ingests data from CI and processes it. 
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datan automaattinen keräys ja prosessointi. Oulun yliopisto, tietotekniikan 
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TIIVISTELMÄ 

Ketterien kehitysmenetelmien käyttäminen ohjelmiston kehityksessä on 

yleistynyt kehittäjien ja yhtiöiden keskuudessa. Isoissa projekteissa saatetaan 

tehdä tuhansiakin muutoksia ja lisäyksiä koodiin päivässä. Ohjelmistoja 

päivitetään nykypäivänä useasti ja säännöllisesti. Nopea kehitystahti vaatii 

työkalut ja menetelmät, jotka pysyvät ohjelmistokehityksen vauhdissa mukana. 

Jatkuva integraatio (continuous integration, CI) on ohjelmistokehityksen 

vaihe, joka kattaa ohjelmiston automaatio testauksen ja julkaisun. Tässä 

diplomityössä keskitytään CI:n testausvaiheeseen ja sen tuottaman datan 

käsittelyyn. CI ajaa tuhansia testejä kehittäjien tekemille koodimuutoksille. CI:n 

tekemät testit tarjoavat arvokasta dataa koodin tehokkuudesta. Kyseessä oleva 

data pitäisi kuitenkin saada esitettyä paremmin kuin nykyisellään, jotta 

kehittäjät pystyisivät tehokkaammin näkemään testien tulokset. 

Tässä diplomityössä esitellään kaksi eri tietokantaratkaisua, joissa 

molemmissa on visualisointityökalut datan esittämistä varten. Tässä työssä 

käydään myös läpi miten data kerätään CI-koneistosta ja erilaiset ratkaisut, 

kuinka data voidaan prosessoida tietokantoihin. Diplomityötä varten rakennettu 

systeemi on hajautettu järjestelmä, joka kerää dataa CI:stä ja prosessoi sen.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In continuous integration, automated test lines run through thousands of tests on 

multiple servers each day. Every test produces test data. This data can be test results, 

performance measurements or logs. A large part of this data is not used effectively 

because it is scattered around multiple servers and directories in various formats. 

The focus in this thesis is in CI provided test results and data. The data includes the 

use of CI machines and information on CI use. This thesis covers the architecture and 

verification of a distributed system that gathers test results and saves them in a 

centralized location. This processing includes parsing and transforming the data. The 

motivation behind this is to achieve less dense data. Less dense data is faster to process 

further. In this case, further processing means storing data into a database and 

presenting the data graphically. 

The aim is to create a real time distributed system to collect and visualize data.  The 

data this system offers should reduce time wasted on searching, for example, bad or 

unstable tests. Visualized data should show deviations in a way that is easy to 

understand and read. The system also collects data about CI itself. This data should 

give a big picture of the status of the CI pipelines. This system should be done in a 

manner that it is easily expandable to collect more than test results and common CI 

data. 

1.1. Problem Statement 

Nokia’s 5G continuous integration (CI) is responsible for the testing and integration 

of the Nokia 5G base station product and userplane domain with several system 

components. CI runs thousands of tests a day. All changed source code needs to be 

tested and verified before it gets merged to the master branch. CI runs these tests 

automatically. All results are kept temporarily, but there is no centralized location 

where the data is stored permanently. A centralized location should contain all 

valuable data about tests and CI processes. 

The test results and files related to tests are only kept for a certain period of time in 

the testing environments. These files offer valuable information that should be visible 

to developers. Currently used tools offer very limited and inflexible ways to review 

test results and data and often data related to tests are scattered around the tools. The 

developers and CI team must go through multiple steps to get to the data they are 

looking for. 

Because the data is scattered and in most cases not processed in any way, there is 

no efficient way to find relevant information from it. Data about CI processes is not 

being collected efficiently or collectively. Current tools offer limited visibility to old 

test results and an even more limited a view to test related data such as logs or 

performance measurements. CI provides huge amounts of data but with current tools 

it cannot be used efficiently. 

In this thesis the problem is tackled by collecting and storing all the relevant data in 

centralized databases. Both database solutions, Splunk and Elasticsearch, offer tools 

to present stored data graphically. These tools reduce the steps needed to find relevant 

data since all the data needed is collected into databases and presented in the graphical 

user interface (GUI) these tools offer. Also, when the data is uploaded to a database, 

it is saved there permanently. Since data is permanently stored in the tools’ databases, 
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they can present test results and data from a longer time frame than current tools. Both 

tools are introduced more thoroughly in chapter 4. 

The specification for the complete system, including data collection and processing, 

is that it should work in real time. Test related data should be visible in the databases’ 

visualization tool right after test execution is done. The system should contain 

solutions for retrieving, processing, storing and visualizing the data. 

The system needs to ensure that relevant data is available to the relevant personnel 

as quick as possible. Developers need data to see how well their changes work, the CI 

team needs data to detect bottlenecks and estimate CI capacity, and managers need 

data to make investment decisions. The system also needs to be horizontally scalable. 

When new servers get added, the system should be able to scale up as necessary. The 

data sources this thesis covers are limited. If later new data sources get added to the 

system, it should be able to use those sources with little to no configuration. 
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2. CONTINUOUS INTEGRATION 
 

The CI’s way of thinking comes from the agile software development process. The 

idea for agile software development was first introduced in the document “Agile 

Manifesto: Manifesto for Agile Software Development” in 2001. This manifesto 

outlines the twelve principles of the agile software development process. The whole 

CI is based on one of these principles: “Deliver working software frequently, from 

a couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a preference to the shorter timescale 

[1].” In Nokia’s 5G CI this means pre-commit CI, a short interval between code 

changes committed by developers and a short time between software releases. 

It is a part of good CI practice that developers should commit their work at least 

daily [2]. Instead of huge changes across multiple files, one commit should contain 

only small changes that add one functionality or fix one problem. A patch set is a 

change or changes in source code under review in the peer review tool Gerrit. Gerrit 

is introduced in chapter 4.2.1. A patch set has a unique identification number and 

change-id to differentiate patch sets from each other [3]. If problems surface, they are 

easier to locate and fix from minor changes. Substantial changes that span across 

numerous files and hundreds of lines of code can have bugs that are tedious to find and 

fix. 

In practice CI is a production phase in software development, the phase when new 

code is built, tested, verified and released. Testing covers unit tests, system component 

tests and other static and dynamic analysis tests. Analysis tests measure, for example, 

CPU usage or memory allocation. Multiple code changes are being tested in parallel. 

Continuous integration is made up from sub components: continuous delivery, 

continuous releasing, continuous deployment, continuous verification, continuous 

testing, continuous improvement [4]. 

In an CI environment the master branch is being deployed and released a couple of 

times a day. This part is called continuous delivery and continuous releasing. This 

ensures that there is always a latest, working software release at hand. And it can be 

delivered to customers when needed. 

2.1. State of the Art CI 

State of the art CI is fully automated, flexible, fast and developer friendly. This means 

that testing, merging and deployment of software can be done without human 

interaction after committing a change to the version control system (VCS). To speed 

this process, the software in CI should be able to notice code changes automatically. 

The VCS should be able to notify the CI machine about code changes. Automation CI 

software takes care of test execution and the sharing of resources. Test results should 

be available immediately after test execution to provide short feedback times for 

developers. Upon a successful test execution, changes should be merged and deployed. 

The whole cycle should not take more than one work day [2]. 

The difference between the CIs of different companies is in the software they use. 

Every software aims for the same goal, i.e. fast automated building, testing and 

feedback to developers. CI is usually a cluster of machines that the CI software 

manages automatically. Testing and building is executed in parallel between machines 

and changes in the source code.   
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The source code is kept in a version control system. Version control ensures that 

code changes are always added to the latest version of the code. Version control 

systems (VCS) are divided into two categories: centralized and decentralized. For 

example, Apache Subversion, SVN, is a centralized VCS [5]. Centralized systems 

have the latest code in a server and developers upload their changes to that server. 

Decentralized systems, such as GIT; do not have one specific place where the code is 

stored. 

The whole continuous code development process can be divided into two blocks: 

Code production and CI. Code production includes the writing of source and test code. 

CI tests and verifies the produced code. It also provides feedback to developers in a 

form of test and verification results. A state of the art CI is automated. There are 

different tools that are used to automate CI. In Nokia the used tool is Jenkins. Other 

widely used automation software that work same way as Jenkins are Travis CI, 
CloudBees, Buildbot, TeamCity, and Bamboo [6]. The goal of automating CI is to 

reduce human interaction in manual jobs that a computer can trigger. The CI building 

and testing process can be triggered in various ways, for example timed cron 

expression, change in source code or using upstream/downstream methodology where 

the next step is triggered when the previous step is ready, or in some cases manually. 

2.2. Nokia’s 5G Uplane Continuous Integration Pipeline 

CI pipelines on Jenkins are triggered by Zuul upon a commit to Git-Gerrit. Zuul is a 

pipeline-oriented tool that helps automate Jenkins. Zuul controls CI and works as a 

gate keeper on changes. It aids in test execution and automation of Jenkins in response 

to Gerrit events [7]. It either gives a pass or fail to a patch set depending on the patch 

set’s test results in Jenkins.  In this way Zuul controls the whole CI. This thesis does 

not cover Zuul’s configuration or its set up since they are not in the scope of this thesis. 

This chapter should give some background knowledge on how Zuul interacts with CI. 

Jenkins gets a signal from Zuul that a change has happened in some of the source 

files. This triggers the automated software building and testing process. These tests are 

run for every commit. The entire testing process is managed by Jenkins. Jenkins is 

software that is aimed to automate the building, testing and releasing process [8]. 

Jenkins creates a distributed system that spans across numerous servers.  There is one 

master server that manages building and testing on remote slave machines. These slave 

machines have been configured to run certain tests. In other words, slaves have 

different set ups and environments depending on which tests are executed on them. 

Jenkins’ functionality in the system is introduced in chapter 4.3.1. 

While working on a new patch set the developers test their changes on a local 

machine before committing the changes to CI. This ensures that the changes do not 

break a build in CI. If that happens any way, CI informs the developers about this. 

Once code changes pass tests and verification, they are merged to a master branch. In 

this thesis the tested and working, latest source code is referred as the master branch. 

The name master branch comes from GIT’s naming conventions. 

The CI pipeline consists of a three-step verification process. These three steps are 

named check, gate and post pipeline. This naming comes from the management 

software Zuul that manages the execution of tests [7]. Zuul gives execution orders to 

Jenkins.  Once a patch set passes the check pipeline and gets accepted in peer review, 

it is tested with other changes in the gate pipeline. When a patch set passes the gate 

pipeline, the code is merged to its respective branch. After the merge, the code is 
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analyzed and released in the post pipeline. This thesis focuses on the first two 

pipelines. The pipeline process and servers the steps take place on can be seen in the 

Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Top level architecture of the CI pipeline controlled by Zuul. 

 

Test data for the study was collected from the check and gate pipelines. Merge 

happens only after a patch set has been verified and tested properly in the check and 

gate pipelines. After merge the developers do not have to worry about that patch set 

anymore. The check and gate pipelines are points in the development process where 

developers get valuable information about their patch sets. This information will then 

help them to rework the code if necessary. 

2.2.1. Check Pipeline 

The check pipeline is the first step in the automated CI pipeline. When a developer 

makes a commit to the Git repository, Zuul starts executing tests on Jenkins for the 

new patch set. Zuul is configured to trigger different tests on Jenkins when different 

parts of the source code changes. For example, if there is a change in dir1, tests 1, 2 

and 3 are run, if there is change in dir2, tests 1, 2 and 4 are run. 

In Nokia’s 5G CI pipeline the check pipeline is considered as the pre-commit CI. 

Pre-commit CI is a software development process where code is peer reviewed before 

it is committed further [9]. Tests in the check pipeline are executed only for this one 

commit.  In the check pipeline a developer’s change is tested against the latest working 

code base. The goal of the check pipeline is to ensure that the developer’s changes do 

not break a build or introduce any unwanted bugs. 

After all tests are run, the patch set either moves on to the gate pipeline or to a 

recheck. The next step depends on the test results and the other developers peer 

reviews on Gerrit. Code review is a process where co-developers can either accept or 

reject a patch set and give suggestions on how to improve the code. This process is 

done in Gerrit. If tests fail or a patch set gets rejected by a co-worker, a recheck is 

required. 

The check pipeline is the first place where the system collects data and provides a 

centralized view of the test results. Having the test results from the check pipeline in a 

centralized location should help developers find them more easily. The problem this 

thesis tries to tackle is combining the test results from different Jenkins jobs and 

presenting them in one place. Peer reviews should be partly based on test results. Other 

criteria for review are code syntax and how the code is implemented. 
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2.2.2. Gate Pipeline 

After passing the check pipeline a patch set enters the gate pipeline. In the gate pipeline 

the patch set is tested with other accepted patch sets. The gate pipeline verifies that the 

patch set works with the other changes in the latest branch. Whereas the check pipeline 

runs tests in parallel for single patch sets, the gate pipeline runs multiple patch sets 

together against the latest code base. Patch sets entering during a time window will be 

tested together. The assumption is that only working code passes the check pipeline 

and the gate should pass every time. There might be some irregularities that get caught 

in the gate pipeline. There is no maximum or minimum amount of patch sets that are 

tested together. Upon a successful test result, the patch sets will be merged into the 

master branch. After merge the code tested and verified in the gate pipeline is part of 

the code base and available to other developers. 

2.2.3. Post Pipeline 

After successfully passing both the check and gate pipelines, a patch set is merged and 

it enters the post pipeline. The post pipeline is an independent pipeline compared to 

check and gate. It is still a part of the production CI but tests in the post pipeline are 

less about actual testing and more to ensure code quality. The code’s performance, 

statistics, assurance and quality tests are executed in the post pipeline. Some of the 

tests might take hours to execute and for that reason they are placed in the post pipeline. 

After the post pipeline the patch set gets released as a part of a software release with 

the other successful patch sets. 

Since there should be only working code in the post pipeline, this thesis does not 

take post pipeline jobs into consideration. The scope of this thesis is in the check and 

gate pipelines, where developers get immediate feedback on their work in the form of 

test results and peer reviews. The system should have the ability to scale and collect 

post pipeline statistics in the future. 
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3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 
 

The main goal of this study is to create a real time distributed system that handles the 

data transfer from the CI servers into databases and applications. Both applications 

have their own database, which are managed by the applications themselves. Figure 2 

presents the hardware components in this system and the data flow between them. In 

this chapter all system components and the software in them are introduced. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The data flow present in the top level architecture 

3.1. Data Format 

The data in this system takes many steps before it can be presented in a visual form. 

These steps format and combine the data into a denser form. The main data source is 

the developers. A developer makes a change or additions to the code. These changes 

trigger tests on Jenkins 1. The tests produce test data such as test results and logs. The 

system parses valuable information from the data and stores it for further use. 

Since this system transforms and transfers data between different servers, there 

needs to be some standard data format for the system. The system uses JavaScript 

Object Notation (JSON) as the file type. JSON is a key-value pair lightweight data-

interchange format. JSON is also fully independent from programming language or 

operating system [10]. Its format is easy to read by humans or computers. A JSON 

document is made out of an object or objects. These objects can have more objects 

inside them or just one key-value pair. In a key-value pair, the key is static and the 

value can change. JSON supports string, number, object, array and Booleans as the 
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value [10]. Python’s ability to transform dictionaries into JSON objects was one of the 

deciding factors to choose JSON as the data type in this system. As well as Python, 

other common programming languages can handle JSON files natively. Human 

readability and a structured data type were also positive aspects to choose JSON. 

According to studies, computers can also process JSON files faster than XML files 

[11, 12]. Test frameworks usually produce test results in XML. 
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The test result XMLs need to be parsed and converted into JSON files. For this 

purpose, the script robot_result_parser.py was created. Its functionality is introduced 

more deeply in chapter 4.3. The JSON files that are produced from these XML test 

result files must be in some standardized format for the later steps in the system. The 

basis for the format is simplicity and division between actual test data and metadata. 

Figure 3 presents the format for a standard parsed JSON data structure for an integrated 

system component test (SCT). 

 

 

Figure 3. Parsed Robot Framework XML file’s data structure in a JSON file. 

{  

    "Content": [ 

        { 

            "Testsuite": "Test suite 1", 

            "Testcase": "Test case 1", 

            "Status": "pass", 

            "Duration": "8.973s", 

            "Stability": "Stable", 

            "Start_ts": 1516146458, 

            "End_ts": 1516146467, 

            "Tags": [ 

                "Team 3" 

            ] 

        }, 

        { 

            "Testsuite": "Test suite 1", 

            "Testcase": "Test case 2”, 

            "Status": "pass", 

            "Duration": "7.20s", 

            "Stability": "Stable", 

            "Start_ts": 1516146468, 

 "Stop_ts": 1516146475, 

            "Tags": [ 

                "Team 4", 

                                "Unstable" 
            ] 

        } 

    ], 

    "Metadata": { 

        "Src": "Jenkins_1", 

        "Content type": "ingsct_test", 

        "Release": "master", 

        "Job name": "INTGSCT/SCT_SHOCK_BB2_BB3_NIGHT_RUN", 

        "Build number": 123, 

        "Robot": "Robot1", 

        "Slave": "build.machine.33" 

    }, 

    "Start_ts": 1516146450 

} 
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“Content” is a JSON object. The content object can include different data depending 

on the source of the data. For SCT, “Content” contains a list of all tests and their 

respective statistics. The bare minimum for statistics should be the test name and the 

test result. The other statistics depend on the Jenkins job and what statistic test 

frameworks it offers. For SCT, the basic information is “test case” and “test suite”. 

Test suites can consist of one or a various number of test cases. The test “start_ts” and 

“end_ts” are converted into an epoch. An epoch is a positive integer that approximates 

how much time has passed since 1.1.1970 00:00 Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) 

in seconds [13]. Equation (1) demonstrates how to present current time as an epoch 

timestamp. In Equation (1) “sec”, “min”, “hour”, “year” means the current time. 

“Yday” is the number of the day where January 1st is one and December 31st is 365. 

“Tzd” is the time zone difference in hours compared to UTC time and it can be either 

negative or positive [14]. Python offers a library to convert time stamps to epoch. 

 

(1) 

 

Epoch conversion ensures that the results can be sorted on a linear timescale 

regardless of the time zone the tests were executed in. “Status” is the test result 

provided by the testing framework. Status can be pass or fail. “Stability” for SCT is 

decided by robot_result_parser.py. If the test case fails, it is executed a second time in 

the same environment. Stability depends on the test result of the second execution. If 

the test passes after a second execution, it is declared unstable. If the test fails after the 

second execution, it is declared fail. Passing the first execution makes tests stable. 

“Tags” are test dependent and they are set for test cases in the test code. Tags can tell 

which team is responsible for a feature and the test case for that feature. Tags can also 

tell if a test is found unstable. 

Metadata is a single JSON object under root. Metadata is data about the data itself. 

Metadata describes the environment where the data was collected. “Src” points to a 

Jenkins where the tests were executed. The system in this thesis includes two Jenkins 

instances and therefore, the source can be either one of the Jenkins instances. The 

“Slave” tells which Jenkins slave machine executes building and testing. SCTs are 

executed by slaves on remote machines where the base station’s hardware is connected 

to a computer. These machines are called “Robot” after the Robot Framework test 

automation framework. “Release” indicates which branch software the test is a part of. 

The aim of the standard structure for all data in JSON format is to make developing 

future processes easier. When data is formatted in a generic way, the components of 

the system can communicate better with each other. 

3.2. Servers in the System 

All the hardware and most of the connections were already in place when this study 

started. All servers run on a Ubuntu 16.04 Linux distribution. Jenkins and Splunk were 

installed and configured. Jenkins 1 homes CI and is generating data. Jenkins 2 was 

also ready as a platform and environment but did not have any jobs running on it.  
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The aim for the system is to be easily configurable and expendable. For this reason, 

an application server was selected to be the one that has all the intelligence. The 

application server routes all data through it and distributes it to the ELK-Stack, Splunk 

and structured query language (SQL) database. The SQL database is part of the system 

but its function is not covered in this thesis. 

3.2.1. GIT-Gerrit 

GIT-Gerrit is combination of two software, Git and Gerrit. Git is a version control 

software developed by Linus Torvalds. It is a decentralized version control system. 

That means there is no single place where the most recent version of the software is 

being held. Every user that has a local copy of the git repository has all history and 

access to all branches of that repository [15]. This means that every user hosts this said 

repository for others. 

Gerrit is a peer review tool that was originally developed by Google as Mondrian. 

Guido van Rossum open sourced parts of the Google’s review tool, Mondrian [16]. 

Upon a commit to a Git repository Gerrit opens a review for that commit. Even though 

Git is a decentralized version control system, Gerrit centralizes Git to one repository 

[17]. Gerrit can be thought of a gate keeper. This ensures working code is not broken 

by commit. Developers commit to their local repository and after successful testing, 

Gerrit merges the commit to a centralized repository. Gerrit accesses Jenkins’ test 

results and updates them for commit. Test results offer a broader view for the commit 

and coworkers have more information to base their review on. 

Gerrit is integrated with Git and offers an interface to control Git. If all tests pass 

and one of the coworkers has accepted the commit, it is merged automatically. While 

Gerrit offers tools to operate Git, it also offers an API to access commit history. In this 

thesis commit history is used to monitor the use of CI. 

3.2.2. Application Server 

A server that runs all the scripts required to transform and transfer data is called an 

application server. An application server works as a data router and handler. It links 

data flow from both Jenkins instances to applications. Entire system wide intelligence 

is on this server. 

The application server itself does not preserve data very long, it just keeps data in 

sync with the Jenkin’s servers. When data is deleted from a Jenkins server by the 

Jenkins master, it is deleted from the application server as well. An application server 

cannot have any effect on the Jenkins server and for this reason rsync was selected to 

copy the data from the Jenkins servers. The syncing mechanism is automated with a 

syndata.sh wrapper. Rsync keeps the selected folders in sync between the application 

server and the Jenkins instances. 

Crontab is used to run the synchronization wrapper at certain time intervals. Crontab 

is a Linux software that is used to execute commands at a certain time or at certain 

time intervals [18]. The only drawback with crontab is that the shortest possible 

execute interval that can be configured is one minute. This means there is a maximum 

delay of one minute between the data being copied and getting send to databases when 

data transfer is managed using the synchronization wrapper. On the other hand, a one-
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minute delay is acceptable in contrast to other parts of the system. Compared to the 

delay of one-minute, other parts and software work in real time.  

3.2.3. ELK-Stack cluster 

In this study the ELK-Stack cluster consists of two servers. The name is an 

abbreviation of the first letters of the following software: Elasticsearch, Logstash and 

Kibana. ELK-Stack is a fully open source software [19]. An ELK-Stack cluster is made 

up from nodes. Each node is one of the ELK-Stack software. These nodes can be on 

the same or on different servers. Each node in the cluster can handle Hypertext 

Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and transport traffic by default. the transport layer is 

reserved for communication between nodes [20]. 

The database and indexer is called Elasticsearch. Elasticsearch is installed on both 

the application server and the CI_server1 and it uses both servers’ capacity to handle 

and save data. Data is also divided between these two servers. Elasticsearch master 

node handles the whole ELK-Stack cluster and its nodes. Since data volumes are low, 

the Elasticsearch master node stores data as well as the Elasticsearch slave node. When 

data volume grows, it is better to have a master take care of only the management of 

cluster. Logstash, which handles data filtering and forwarding, is installed on the 

application server. All data goes through this server and Logstash is the main software 

to move data into Elasticsearch.  

 

 

Figure 4. ELK-Stack cluster’s top-level software and hardware architecture. 
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3.3. Software Used in the System 

The distributed system for data management and gathering is built with software 

ranging from licensed software to open source. To tackle more specific tasks, self-

written scripts and wrappers had to be made, including file parsing and automated 

scripts to establish database connections and data transfer between servers. 

Splunk, Elasticsearch and Jenkins are the basis of this system. Jenkins and Splunk 

were already installed, configured and in use. Jenkins and Splunk have their own teams 

managing them and that is why this thesis does not cover their set up process or in-

depth details about how this software is configured. 

3.3.1.  Jenkins 

Jenkins is a free open source automation server software written in Java. It can be used 

to automate the building, testing and releasing of software [8]. It is aimed to be used 

in a CI environment to automate tasks that would be too tedious and time consuming 

for humans. In this thesis, along with GIT-Gerrit, Jenkins is the data provider for the 

system. 

Jenkins has multiple jobs, which can run a single test or build and test certain code. 

Jobs need to be split to keep building and testing fast. For example, if there are changes 

only in the tests and not in the source code, a build job does not get triggered. To save 

resources, the latest build binaries are used and only the tests are executed. This means 

less CPU load and faster execution on the whole CI pipeline. 

There are two Jenkins instances in the system discussed in this thesis. Jenkins 1 is 

the CI environment Jenkins, which is used to test the code changes developers make. 

Its automation is handled by Zuul. Jenkins 1 is the main platform to test code changes. 

The other one is Jenkins 2, and it has less jobs. Those jobs are triggered at a time of a 

day. Jenkins 2 is used to run tests on the latest software every night multiple times to 

catch instabilities in the test cases.  While the production CI is run on Jenkins 1, Jenkins 

2 tests code and the quality of test cases themselves on the latest software. 

3.3.2. Splunk 

Splunk is a commercial big data tool developed by Splunk Inc. Splunk Enterprise 6.5.0 

is installed on a server and accessed typically through a web browser GUI. Splunk can 

digest any form of data, structured or unstructured, where unstructured data is, for 

example, log files and structured, for example, XML, JSON or comma-separated 

values (CSV) files. 

Splunk has two main components, an indexer and a search head. In this system they 

are located on different servers but they can also be on the same server. The reason 

behind separating them is to divide the work load. The indexer is responsible for 

indexing the data. Splunk automatically separates key value pairs from documents and 

indexes them for searching. The search head is a server that is used for searching 

through indexed data. It accesses the indexer and runs queries in the indexer’s 

database. 

Splunk has its own search language, called Splunk Search Process Language (SPL) 

[21]. SPL provides a huge amount of functions to manipulate data while searching. 

For example, max and min values, aggregations to count appearance of certain words, 
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and access to SQL databases, just to name a few. These functions are combined 

through piping. The basic idea is to filter out unwanted content using different search 

functions and search terms until there is only relevant data left. Then one needs to 

establish relations between the data. In the case of test results, data sets are identified 

by build number and host. In other words, build number and host must be connected 

to their respectful test results. If there was only one Jenkins, the host would not be 

important, but since Jenkins starts counting all build numbers from one, test results are 

separated from each other by build number and host. Otherwise there might be mix up 

with build numbers between different tests on separate Jenkins instances. 

In Figure 5 is an example of a search string used in the creation of the panel for 

dashboard in Splunk. Pipe in the syntax means next step. For this example, the syntax 

is arranged to make it easier to read. The first line defines the index and source type to 

static values. Splunk filters only JSON files from the “5gci_testdata” index. An 

asterisk (“*”) defines that all values are viable for Release, Slave and Robot. The 

asterisk as host value takes into account both hosts. The rename function makes the 

rest of the search string easier to read when key values under content are given shorter 

variable names. The eval function creates two lists, a and x, and mvzip creates relations 

between these terms and tells Splunk that these values are multivalue fields. 

Multivalues are multiple key-value pairs that have the same name inside a list in JSON. 

Splunk can handle lists with multivalues in JSON files using the mvzip function. 

Elasticsearch does not support multivalue fields inside lists in JSON. Mvexpand splits 

and mvindex creates a list out of the values. Splunk uses commas (“,”) to separate 

values. The split function separates these values and mvindex creates a table with 

testcase, suite and result. The stats function used with count and eval in this case counts 

the appearance of words “Unstable” and “Stable” in the result field of the created table. 

The table function creates a new table containing the test case with the number of 

unstables and stables found in the files under the given test case. The last line formats 

the table to show only test cases with at least one unstable test run, and sorts the top 

ten results in descending order by instabilities.  

 

 
Figure 5. Example of Splunk’s search process language from Splunk GUI. 
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After running the search string introduced in Figure 5, Splunk can produce a graph 

based on the data, shown in Figure 6. This graph shows based on the data top ten most 

unstable test cases encountered in the given time frame. 

 

 

Figure 6. Graph presenting the top ten most unstable test cases created by Figure 5’s 

search string. 

 

Splunk offers tools to create dashboards based on the searches. Once the desired 

data is filtered and the required meter, for example, number of passed tests, is 

presented, it can be added to the dashboard. Splunk dashboards can have a variety of 

different numbers, charts and statistics presented on them. One part of verification in 

this thesis is that the gathered data is presented correctly on the dashboards. 

3.3.3. ELK-Stack 

ELK-Stack is a combination of three different open-source software from the Elastic 

corporation. Elasticsearch is a NoSQL database built on top of Apache Lucene, which 

is a full text search engine [22]. All data is saved in JSON format in key value pairs. 

Elasticsearch can determine the type of data it ingests, so there is no need to 

predetermine patterns for data.  

Elasticsearch stores data into indices, which are then divided into shards across all 

Elasticsearch nodes. When creating an index, one can determine how many shards the 

index should be divided into. Elasticsearch takes care of scattering the data to shards 

and shards to different nodes. Shards in nodes are replicable. If one node goes down 

for some reason, replicated shards – replicas on other nodes - are used to access data. 

Dividing indices into shards allows horizontal scaling when, for example, two nodes 
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can process data in their shards of the same index at the same time [23]. ELK-Stack 

configuration in this thesis has two nodes, ourdr5gciv102 and ourdr5gciv103. 

Logstash is software that is used to monitor and filter files and send them as events 

to Elasticsearch for indexing. Events can be whole JSON files or just simple statistics. 

These events contain at least one key-value pair and timestamp. Timestamps can be 

predetermined or Elasticsearch can add them when it indexes the event. 

Logstash can be configured to monitor a single file or directory paths. While 

monitoring a single file, Logstash reads new lines appended to the file and filters them 

accordingly. When monitoring repositories the same rules are applied, but for more 

files. When files get added or appended in the monitoring path, Logstash uploads them 

to Elasticsearch inside 15 seconds. This delay is a default value for the monitoring 

feature in Logstash but can be changed to anything from one second upwards. Logstash 

has configurable filtering options as well as predetermined options for different input 

file types. Filtering offers ways to match patterns in files and reform data before 

sending it to Elasticsearch. 

Kibana is web browser GUI for Elasticsearch and the whole ELK-Stack cluster. It 

offers developers tools for index management and cluster monitoring. Kibana’s main 

feature is its ability to run queries in the Elasticsearch database. These queries are used 

to filter through data in Elasticsearch’s indices. Kibana also offers tools to visualize 

data. In this thesis Kibana’s visualization tool is compared against Splunk’s. While 

Kibana does not offer as comprehensive a way to filter and parse data as Splunk, it still 

has quite a powerful visualization tool. 

3.3.4. Python 

Python is a high level interpreted programming language [24]. This means that a 

Python program is translated into machine language on the run, unlike Java or C, which 

are compiled languages. Compiled languages need to be translated into machine 

instructions before they can be run. Python offers a vast number of general purpose 

libraries that can extend programs written in Python. The only installed third party 

library in this thesis is Elasticsearch’s library. It is needed to connect and index data to 

Elasticsearch from within the Python program. Python also offers built-in memory 

management [25]. Automatic memory management saves lines of code due to its 

ability to close and open files without extra commands. Accessing those files is 

expensive for memory and for run time. 

Python is used on every script and wrapper in some way in this study. It is easy to 

implement and fast to test. Python version 3.5 was selected for its speed compared to 

previous Python versions. It parsed 45Mb XML file roughly four times faster than 

Python 2.7. Timing results can be seen in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. Python 3.5 and Python 2.7 timing comparison. 
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3.3.5. Robot Framework 

Robot Framework was initially developed in Nokia. Nowadays Robot Framework is 

an open source software sponsored by the Robot Framework Foundation [26]. It is 

used in acceptance testing and acceptance test-driven development. The software is 

written in Python and can be run on Python or jython, an implementation of the Python 

language with an ability to be run on a java virtual machine [27]. When running any 

program on Python or java, they run separate from the OS [28]. The Robot framework 

is used to run system component testing (SCT) on CI and Jenkins. SCT operates on 

base station hardware and tests that code works properly in a given hardware. 

Test files are programmed in tabular fashion with Robot framework’s own keyword-

driven syntax. One file can have one or multiple test cases. Functions are called 

keywords and can handle one easy task or do multiple complex tasks. The standard 

library contains basic keywords for common tasks, but it is possible to create new test 

libraries for more specific tasks. This is normal practice in Nokia since hardware is 

built in house and the system under test must be accessed through the system interface. 

The test framework architecture is presented in Figure 8 [26].  

 

 

Figure 8. Robot Framework architecture. 

 

Test results are gathered and written in a hypertext markup language (HTML) and 

XML file by Robot Framework. From the Robot Framework point of view, this thesis 

focuses mostly on the XML result files and on the data these files contain. They offer 

more versatile information about tests than just pass or failure. These files are being 

parsed to a more dense form by the robot_results_pareser.py Python script after every 

test.  

3.4. Scripts 

The system in this study includes both open source and commercial software. The 

software in the system cannot necessarily manage the data that other software 

produces. In between these data exchanges scripts come in play. Scripts manipulate 
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the data into the proper form for the other program to use. Scripts also take care of 

timed command executions with the help of crontab. 

3.4.1. XML File Parser for SCT Results 

A parser is a tool that extracts valuable and interesting information from a larger set of 

data. The basic idea is to make data denser. The XML files produced by Robot 

Framework are harder to handle in Splunk than parsed JSON files. XML files take 

approximately 40Mb compared to JSON files that are only 20kb. This means the JSON 

files are roughly 2000 times smaller. The XML result files are larger because all test 

data is recorded in them. They offer logs and variable values used in the tests. From 

the result parser’s point of view, most of the data is uninformative. The valuable data 

contains information about the test passed or not and when test was executed. 

The script robot_results_parser.py was created for this purpose. It is written in 

Python. The script handles valuable data extraction from the XML files that Robot 

Framework creates after every SCT execution. There are two different types of SCTs 

in this system: the production CI’s SCTs in Jenkins 1 and nightly instability SCTs in 

Jenkins 2. Production SCT tests patch sets and is part of the CI pipeline. The instability 

SCTs purpose is to find unstable test cases. The instability SCT is executed multiple 

times with the latest source code. Robot_result_parser.py has a mechanism to 

recognize unstable test cases. Every time a test case fails, Robot Framework executes 

the test case again in the same environment. If this test passes on the second execution, 

it is marked as an unstable test case by robot_results_parser.py in the JSON result file. 

A parsed JSON file format is presented in Figure 3. 

The XML file is preprocessed as an JSON in Jenkins during the job execution. 

Preprocessing reduces the data size and therefore transmission times and required 

memory on the application server. Preprocessed JSON files are copied to the 

application server by the synchronization wrapper using rsync every minute. The 

application server sends the files to Splunk and Elasticsearch. The file transfer between 

the application server and Splunk is implemented using rsync and transfer to 

Elasticsearch using Logstash. The file transfer process is presented in Figure 9.  

 

 

Figure 9. Data flow of the SCT result file from the XML file to database. 
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3.4.2. CI Monitoring Data 

CI monitoring data is fetched with stream in real time. It contains data about change 

sets, reviews and job results in the CI pipeline. The Gerrit code review tool offers an 

API that can output a stream over an SSH query. The query stream is run as a service 

and output is directed into a file that Logstash monitors. The SSH query stream outputs 

JSON files, which are then filtered by Logstash. One JSON file contains a comment 

and information about the patch set it was posted on. 

The query stream itself does not offer statistics about CI but Zuul creates a comment 

on every step in the patch set’s comments. Logstash filters certain strings from the 

comments. Upon a match, Logstash creates an event containing the statistic related to 

the matched string and sends them to Elasticsearch. Events contain a timestamp, the 

branch and the name of the CI pipeline step. Figure 10 presents a step by step data 

flow and filtering of the Gerrit stream. Zuul comments that contain the following 

strings are being filtered into statistics: 

 

 check 

 recheck 

 failed check 

 successful check 

 gate, regate 

 failed gate 

 successful gate 

 merges 

  

If the check or the gate fails for some reason, Zuul has an automated restart 

mechanism when developer comments “recheck” or “regate” in the failed patch set 

comment field on Gerrit. This procs tests re-execution for the check and the gate 

pipeline. 

 

Figure 10. Gerrit’s SSH data stream flow from raw data to visualized live data on 

Kibana. 
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3.4.3. Synchronization Wrapper in Application Server 

The synchronization wrapper contains commands to process data from various 

sources. The wrapper is written in shell script. All data transfer functionalities which 

require copying files are done by the synchronization wrapper. Wrapper also logs 

command outputs into log files for debugging purposes. 

All data is gathered and processed in some way on the application server before it 

gets sent to the databases. SCT results are processed as part of a Jenkins job and the 

parsed JSON files are synced with the application server. Gerrit data is filtered from 

the SSH stream. The synchronization wrapper itself is managed by crontab, which is 

configured to trigger certain functionalities once a minute. These functionalities 

include Rsync and script commands. Rsync is a file copying tool that can copy from a 

remote machine file and keep local copies in sync [26]. Rsync’s mirroring feature is 

used in this system as a synchronization mechanism to keep the local repository size 

small. If a file is deleted by Jenkins from the remote repository, the same file is deleted 

from the application server’s local repository. The application server does not serve as 

a permanent storage. The files are kept long enough to be processed and stored into 

databases. 
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4. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND VERIFICATION 
 

To verify this system, all components of the system need to be tested. Every 

component has a different purpose in the system, so every component needs to be 

verified individually. Since the system does not use any universal or common 

standardized data formats or procedures except SSH, components cannot be tested 

with any of the common testing frameworks. After components are tested individually, 

the system can be tested using black box testing. Black box testing does not take into 

consideration how the components inside the system work. With black box testing, 

only input and output is observed to see if the system fulfills the specification. If all 

components are tested and their functionality is verified individually first, using black 

box testing the system should be able to produce the desired output with the given 

input. 

Black box testing is also applied to verify single components. Logs and command 

outputs help to verify the functionality of a particular component. Python offers a 

testing framework but for this study it was decided that simple black box testing would 

work better. Script outputs are in human readable form in JSON files, so these scripts 

were manually tested. File transfers and connections between nodes are verified by 

reading logged outputs from components. Scripting languages have a mechanism to 

inform the user when something goes wrong during script execution. Some error 

handling mechanisms were written into the scripts themselves to help debugging. 

These mechanisms also prevent the whole process where a script is associated to stop 

if the script crashes. Usually when a script crashes, it prevents the proceeding steps 

from working correctly when the steps depend on the script output. 

4.1. Scripts 

Both of the scripts used were tested manually using black box testing in their working 

environment. The scrips’ functionality was tested manually as far as possible. To see 

if they work as they are intended to, they need to be implemented into the system. 

Manual testing continues in the real environment since there might be use cases that 

were not introduced during the testing phase in a local environment. 

4.1.1. Robot Results Parser Python Script 

Robot_result_parser.py is executed as a part of the Jenkins build. Testing in the local 

environment made sure that the XML file was parsed correctly. When implemented 

into SCT tests in Jenkins, problems arose. If something went wrong before script 

execution and the XML file was not created, the whole build failed because 

robot_result_parser.py crashed. A function with a check that the XML file exists was 

created to fix this problem. When the script did not crash, black box verification could 

be done. Jenkins provides robot results and a build log. An XML file representation of 

the Robot results in Jenkins is shown in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Jenkins presentations of the Robot Framework test results. 

 

These results were compared against the JSON output of robot_results_parsers.py 

to see if it works correctly. Metadata was checked to confirm that the Jenkins 

environment variables were set correctly. The Jenkins environment variables are 

collected from the Jenkins slave’s environment and they are set by Jenkins. 

4.1.2. Synchronization Wrapper Shell Script 

The synchronization wrapper is controlled by crontab and contains instructions on how 

to handle data from different sources. It is controlled by an argument given for the 

script. The argument specifies the source of data and runs only rsync commands that 

include this data. The command output is written into a log by wrapper. Wrapper is 

tested by manually running the rsync commands. Rsync has an option for a dry-run, 

which just shows what the rsync command will copy. In that way it was easy to 

determine, include and exclude patterns for files to copy. The Rsync command is 

presented below.  

> rsync --prune-empty-dirs --delete --include="*/" --include="*[0-9].json" --

exclude="*" --stats -rchv user@CI_server2:/path/to/remote/file/     

/path/to/local/dir/ -- dry-run 

The first include determines all files on the remote path. The second include 

specifies an inclusion to target all files that end with an integer and “.json”. After 

includes, the exclude determines to exclude everything else with an asterisk “*”. 

“Prune-empty-dirs” does not copy any of the repositories that are empty after the 

include/exclude commands and “delete” removes files from the local repository that 

are not present in the remote repository. The “Stats” option outputs the file transfer 

stat. “-rchv” are options for recursive copying, a checksum for already existing files, 

an output as human-readable format and a more verbose output [29]. 

When only the wanted files are included by rsync, crontab can be launched to handle 

file transfer operations. The synchronization wrapper’s log and file directories are 

checked for any inconsistencies. Wrapper marks failed transfers into the log. 

While testing the synchronization wrapper, problems surfaced when the interval 

between the rsync commands was too small. This caused rsync to hang processes and 

to never exit from them. For this reason, an interval of 1 minute was increased to 30 

minutes. This had an effect on the requirement for a real-time system. After increasing 

the time for the rsync synchronization interval, SCT results can be expected to be seen 

in databases between 0-30 minutes after test execution, depending on the end time of 

the Jenkins job. The time extension effect on workflow is minimal since test results 
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can be seen on Jenkins job page. Database visualization is used to follow trends and 

see if test stability improves or not. 

4.2. Third Party Software 

Third party software did not require much verification. Problems that surfaced while 

using third party software were usually related to their configuration or bad input or 

JSON files that were invalid for the software. During the verification process of the 

third party software, script outputs were also verified to make sure they were correct 

and readable by the software.  

4.2.1. Splunk 

Nokia has their own team responsible for Splunk, and for this reason this thesis does 

not cover any verification of Splunk configuration or installation. Splunk verification 

starts with creating an index where to store data. When creating an index, Splunk needs 

to know the data source type and where the data is located. In this study files are in 

JSON format and mirrored to a directory in the Splunk indexer. Problems will surface 

after indexing if the index source type is set wrong. Source type tells the index what is 

the format of the data stored in this index. When the index and data source types are 

the same, Splunk can determine key-value pairs correctly. Splunk formats incoming 

data differently depending on its source type [30].  

Once data is indexed it can be used in a search. Splunk is used to index SCT test 

results. To verify that data is indexed by Splunk, it should appear in search results 

when the index is queried. All SCT data is indexed in the “5gci_testdata”-index. 

Search results for “index=’5gci_testdata’” are presented on Figure 12. 

 

 

Figure 12. Search query for index “5gci_testdata” to verify that data was indexed. 

 

Splunk’s GUI offers information about the query. Splunk shows all the events that a 

search string returns on the graph. When a search string includes only the index name, 

Splunk returns all documents that are indexed into the “5gci_testdata”-index. From the 

event graph in Figure 12 it is clear that data is being indexed. Below the event graph 

are the events in the index. The data is the same data that was on the application server. 
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4.2.2. ELK-Stack 

ELK-Stack verification covers the installation and configuration of ELK-Stack, 

including Elasticsearch, Logstash and Kibana. ELK-Stack software was fresh installed 

for this study. To make sure that the created ELK-Stack cluster works properly, all 

software needs to be on the same version. In this study the whole ELK-Stack cluster 

is on version 6.1. 

In most cases, default out-of-the-box configuration settings served the purpose of 

the study. The only default values in the configuration files that were changed were IP 

addresses. All software have their own configuration files that are read when the 

software is started. These files are located in the respective directories of the software 

on the server the software is installed on. The configuration files are in yet another 

markup language (YAML) format. 

4.2.2.1. Elasticsearch 

Elasticsearch is installed on both the ELK-Stack and the application server. Both 

servers had pre-installed Ubuntu Linux 16.04. After installation, the configuration files 

were set separately on both servers. CI_server1 serves as both the master and data node 

and the application server serves only as a data node. Then both nodes were connected 

to the same cluster. This is done by simply setting the cluster name in both 

configuration files and setting the master node’s host name in the data node’s 

configuration file. Elasticsearch takes care of the cluster connections when started. 

Figures 13 and 14 present the configuration files for both the master and the data node. 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Elasticsearch’s configuration file for the master node. 

 

 

Figure 14. Elasticsearch’s configuration file for the data node. 

 

cluster.name: 5gelk 

node.name: 5gelk_elasticsearch_master 

node.master: true 

node.data: true 

path.data: /var/lib/elasticsearch 

path.logs: /var/log/elasticsearch 

network.host: 0.0.0.0 

 

cluster.name: 5gelk 

node.name: 5gelk_elasticsearch_data_node_1 

node.master: false 

node.data: true 

path.data: /var/lib/elasticsearch 

path.logs: /var/log/elasticsearch 

network.host: 0.0.0.0 

discovery.zen.ping.unicast.hosts: ["CI_server1:9300"] 
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Elasticsearch is meant to run as a service, the same as Logstash. Running a software 

as a service means that it is running in the background all the time. Elasticsearch’s 

REST API offers a command line interface to communicate with Elasticsearch. The 

command to verify that both Elasticsearch instances are working correctly in the 

cluster mode is: 

> curl -XGET “host_name:9200” 

The command returns the state of the Elasticsearch on “host_name”. To verify both 

instances are in the same cluster, the cluster uuid should be same for the both instances. 

 

4.2.2.2. Logstash 

Logstash forwards data from the application server to Elasticsearch. Logstash has 

configuration files for running the software and for the pipelines. The pipelines are 

instructions for Logstash on how to process files into Elasticsearch. The only thing to 

change from the default configurations for Logstash was the node name. 

There are no default configurations for the pipelines since they take care of data 

forwarding. These configurations can be divided into three parts: input, filter and 

output. The pipeline configuration can be seen in Figure 15. 

 

 

Figure 15. General pipeline configuration for Logstash. 

 

The first part of the configuration is input. Input defines where Logstash should look 

for data. In this case the input method is file. Logstash looks up the file in the “path” 

input { 

    file { 

         path => [“/path/to/logfile”] 

         sincedb_path => “/path/to/sincedb/file” 

         start_position => end 

    } 

} 

 

filter { 

    # filtering options for input 

} 

 

output { 

    stdout { 

        codec => rubydebug 

    } 

    elasticsearch { 

        hosts => [“elasticsearch_host:9200”] 

        index => “index_name” 

    } 

} 
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and saves a hash into “sincedb_path”. The since_db file keeps track of how much of 

the log file Logstash has read. When the hash changes on since_db, Logstash starts 

reading the log file from the “start_position” which is “end” in this example. There are 

also numerous different input methods including UDP and TCP streams, HTTP events 

and even twitter API [31]. 

The filter portion of the configuration defines how the input is handled. Input can 

be in some common format, for example, JSON or CSV. In the filter section of the 

configuration, the input fields can be accessed and manipulated. It is also possible to 

send files to Elasticsearch without filtering, if the file is already in the required format 

and the fields do not need any manipulation. 

The output methods in the study are “stdout” and “Elasticsearch”. “Stdout” is 

needed when Logstash should write its actions in a log file. The path for the log file is 

determined in Logstash’s YAML configuration file.  When “Elasticsearch” is 

configured as the output method, input goes through a filter and gets indexed to 

Elasticsearch. The Elasticsearch output method needs at least two parameters to work 

correctly: the Elasticsearch host and an index where to index data. Elasticsearch host 

can be set as any instance of Elasticsearch. If there are multiple pipeline configuration 

files for Logstash, those should be configured to run individually in the pipelines.yml 

file. If not set separately, Logstash combines all pipeline configuration files and uses 

them in a single pipeline as one file. If data is configured to be sent to different indices, 

Logstash will send all data to every index set in the configuration files. Pipelines.yml 

should contain a user selected descriptive unique name for the pipeline and a path to 

its configuration. This way Logstash can distinguish different configuration files and 

handle them separately. 

When general and pipeline configurations are set, Logstash has a built in function 

to check that the pipeline configurations are correct. After a successful configuration 

check Logstash can be started as a service and allowed to handle the incoming data 

that stream inputs and the synchronization wrapper copies from the Jenkins instances. 

When Logstash works correctly, it writes an output to a log file and the data it sends 

to Elasticsearch. Logstash also writes error messages to the same log file. 

Logstash also takes input from the Gerrit stream described in section 4.4.2. The 

Gerrit stream is directed into a file that Logstash reads. This stream is used in the next 

section to verify ELK-Stack’s functionality and that it works correctly. 
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4.2.2.3. Kibana 

Kibana offers a web GUI to monitor cluster health along with the search and 

visualization tools. Kibana is launched with default settings. When Kibana is launched 

from the command line on the ELK-Stack server, it opens up Kibana on port 5601. 

Now it is possible to access Kibana from a web browser on CI_server1:5601. Kibana’s 

web GUI can be seen in Figure 16. 

 

 

Figure 16. Kibana’s web GUI and discovery tab. The discovery tab contains data 

from a selected index pattern. 

 

When Kibana is up and data is indexed, ELK-Stack is verified to work. There might 

be some inconsistencies in the long run. If something goes wrong inside the cluster, 

Kibana has a monitoring feature and some errors can be detected from the monitor 

tool. A more specific cause of the problem can be looked up from one of the ELK-

Stack software’s logs. 

4.3. Complete System Acceptance Testing 

Now that all of the single components of the system have been tested and verified 

separately, the entire system can be verified.  The Rsync synchronization interval does 

not affect the Gerrit stream. The stream works in real time when excluding the small 

delay in data processing and indexing. The processing delay is negligible and trivial in 

comparison to the synchronization interval. Thus, a working stream is expected and 

treated as a real time data system. 

The complete system is verified using the black box testing approach. The system 

under test (SUT) is the complete system with its previously separately tested and 

verified components. Black box testing concentrates on what the SUT does, not how 

it does it [32]. How the SUT does something is achieved by applying input to the SUT 

and examining the output. Since theSUT is tested in a real environment, the start of 

the process is triggered by a commit to Git. This starts the CI pipeline and testing on 

Jenkins. When Jenkins finishes a SCT test job and writes the test results, the 
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assumption is that the SCT test results should appear on Kibana and Splunk within the 

rsync synchronization interval. When given an input, the SCT test results in this case, 

a certain output should be produced, the SCT test results in the database. The black 

box system architecture is presented in Figure 17. 

 

 

Figure 17. The black box testing architecture of the SUT. 

 

After the Jenkins job has ended and the rsync time interval has passed, the test results 

can be found in the databases and in the dashboard graphs. Testing and verification is 

effortless to do after SUT has been implemented and has been running for more than 

the rsync time interval. The SUT is delivering data from Jenkins to the databases and 

the data in the databases is searchable. Splunk and Elasticsearch have a difference here. 

The data is sent to Splunk with rsync. For this reason, there is a delay in the data in 

Splunk. Elasticsearch on the other hand receives data from Logstash and for that reason 

the data is searchable when it has been copied to the application server. Even so, there 

is a delay of 0-30 minutes for both databases. 

The verification was done by comparing the results on Jenkins and results sent to 

the databases. While doing the verification it could be seen that these results correlate 

and there was no misinformation or irregularities in the data. The conclusion from the 

black box testing is that the SUT works as expected and the test result is successful. 
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4.4. Analysis 

Both database solutions work and can be scaled to handle more data. The scope of this 

thesis was only the SCT test results and monitoring data. Both databases could receive 

and present the data on their visualization tools correctly. Table 1 below includes a 

feature comparison between Splunk and Elasticsearch. 

 

Table 1. Feature comparison between Splunk and ELK-Stack. 

 Splunk Enterprise ELK-Stack 

Price According to a daily indexing 

limit. 

Free open-source. 

Compatible 

data formats 

Almost anything. Custom 

patterns for own data types 

can be set for indices. 

Data saved in JSON file format into 

Elasticsearch but input can be in any 

format. Unstructured data might 

need some heavy filtering. 

Querying 

from 

database 

Has own search language 

SPL. Offers a vast variety of 

different functions and tools 

to manipulate data during 

search and to add new fields 

into the results of search 

strings. 

Easy syntax to search fields 

containing certain terms. Kibana’s 

search cannot manipulate data. New 

fields need to be created from index 

settings using scripts. 

Database 

visualization 

solution 

SPL has functions to create 

different types of charts and 

diagrams. These functions can 

also be accessed and used 

from a GUI. SPL has a 

learning curve but offers very 

flexible ways to present data. 

Kibana offers a GUI to create 

different types of charts and 

diagrams based on the data in the 

indices. Kibana’s visualization tool 

lacks many of the features Splunk 

offers. The easy to understand 

interface is more user friendly than 

Splunk’s. 

  

4.5. Visualization 

One of the goals for this thesis was to create visualizations for the collected data. This 

was done with Splunk’s and ELK-Stack’s visualization tools. Basic searches between 

tools do not differ much from each other. If the indexed data requires manipulation, 

Splunk offers better tools and means for doing that. If complex data needs to be 

visualized in ELK-Stack, it must be processed more before indexing. 

Unstable test cases were visualized using both tools and Splunk offered better 

insight on details with its SPL-functions. To get more information from the data some 

fields needed to be made from indexed ones. On ELK-Stack this data should have been 

processed before indexing. On the other hand, ELK-Stack has software, Logstash, to 

handle stream inputs, which provides a live view of the whole CI. Splunk can also 

provide a similar functionality but using third party software. It does not itself offer 

streaming capabilities. 

All in all, visualization had some impact on the CI processes and the unstable test 

case visualization dashboard is in use. This dashboard offers a great deal of detail on 
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the SCT test cases and provides better visibility of unstable test cases with a longer 

time frame than the tools used before the start of this thesis. 

4.6. System Requirements 

The real-time requirement was not met in this study for the SCT test results. Further 

study and work should be done to improve the time requirement to meet this goal. This 

might require some third party software to be installed and used to forward data from 

its source to the database. This study showed that rsync is not the most efficient way 

to move data around. Streaming software are getting better and more flexible and the 

use of streaming software might be the answer in the future to cope with the real-time 

requirement. 

As seen with Gerrit data monitoring, streams will create real time data collection 

systems. A problem with the streams still surfaces when the stream for some reason 

disconnects. In the case of disconnection, the data is lost since the stream on the server 

side does not stop sending data when the client disconnects. The stream in the system 

in this thesis was opened using a SSH command, which is not the most efficient way. 

It would have been better to open the persistent UDP or TCP stream with Logstash but 

Gerrit does not offer other possibilities than SSH stream. 

This system can be improved in the future to use real streaming with the help of 

streaming software. Other improvements would be to include more test results and 

data. For now, this system offers a framework and a foundation for a larger system. 

The requirement for scalability was filled and horizontal scaling should be easy to do 

when needed. 
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5. SUMMARY 
 

The goal for this study was to find a way to handle the data produced by Nokia’s 5G 

Uplane CI. The data was spread in various locations and it was not presented in an 

efficient way. Tools used prior to this thesis offered limited visibility on older data. 

This thesis studies practical solutions to this problem. 

This thesis covers a distributed system that connects the CI and two database 

solutions with built-in visualization tools. The system requirements were a real-time 

system that presents the test results in a centralized location to reduce the time used in 

searching test results. The system in the thesis is controlled from one server to keep 

the system easier to maintain. In this thesis synchronization between the CI and the 

databases is created using the Linux tool rsync that can keep the contents of remote 

directories in sync. Another way to transfer data from its source to the databases is 

streaming. Streaming offers real time capabilities and was used in this thesis to collect 

CI usage data from GIT-Gerrit. 

Both database solutions offer out of the box visualization tools for data. Splunk has 

a more capable visualization tool with built-in functions to process data after it has 

been indexed, while ELK-Stack requires data to be more processed if relations 

between the data need to be created. 

System testing is done by testing every system component independently with an 

assumption that if the component works independently it should also work correctly 

as a part of the complete system. After every component is tested, the entire system is 

tested using the black box method. In black box testing the SUT should give the 

predetermined output with a given input. In the testing the input is CI test results SCT 

execution and stream from GIT-Gerrit. The output is visualization in the database 

visualization tool. The system performs well in testing and is taken partly in use in the 

production CI. 
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